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Introduction
Persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn (PPHN) is a rare but potentially life-threatening condition that occurs usually within hours after birth [1] . PPHN occurs when the pulmonary vascular resistance fails to decrease after birth, resulting in decreased pulmonary blood flow and the shunting of deoxygenated blood to the systemic circulation [2] . Based on an analysis of its pathophysiology, it was suggested that PPHN might result from constricted pulmonary vasculature or because the vasculature is hypoplastic or remodelled [3] . Recent studies indicate that the use of selective serotonin receptor inhibitors (SSRIs) in late pregnancy may be associated with an increased risk of PPHN [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The mechanism by which SSRIs may affect the pulmonary vasculature and cause PPHN remains unknown. However, serotonin is a potent pulmonary vasoconstrictor [9] , mediating the proliferation of pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells through the serotonin transporter [10] . In an animal study, in utero SSRI exposure was found to induce pulmonary hypertension in the fetal rat as a result of a developmentally regulated increase in pulmonary vascular smooth muscle proliferation [11] .
The use of antidepressants during pregnancy has increased over the last 20 years [12] . Although SSRIs are the most commonly prescribed class of antidepressants during pregnancy, an increase in the use of other antidepressants, such as serotonin norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs), has also been observed [13] . SNRIs are potent inhibitors of the reuptake of serotonin and norepinephrine, while SSRIs act upon serotonin alone [14] .
Confirmatory data on SSRI use during pregnancy and the risk of PPHN are now needed; limited data are available on the risk of PPHN associated with SNRIs [7] . This can partly be explained by the fact that PPHN is a rare condition and that large population-based cohorts are needed. Thus, the purpose of the present study was to quantify the association between SSRI and SNRI use during pregnancy and the risk of PPHN in a large population-based cohort.
Methods

Data source and study cohort
We conducted a register-based cohort study using data from the Quebec Pregnancy Cohort (QPC). The QPC is an ongoing population-based cohort with prospective data collection on all pregnancies that occurred between January 1998 and December 2010 in the province of Quebec. Data on the mothers and children after the end of pregnancy are also collected. Individual-level information is obtained from province-wide databases and linked using unique personal identifiers. The QPC was first constructed by identifying all pregnancies in the Régie de l'assurance maladie du Québec (RAMQ) and the Quebec hospitalization archives (MedEcho) databases; subsequently, first day of the last menstrual period (first day of gestation: 1DG) was defined using data on gestational age, which was validated against patients' charts [15] . The research team did not have access to personal identifiers to protect the privacy of the mothers and children included in the QPC. However, the team had access to de-identified identifiers, to ensure that subjects could be followed up prospectively.
The QPC data sources for the study included the medical service database (RAMQ: diagnoses, medical procedures, socioeconomic status of women and prescribers), the Quebec Public Prescription Drug Insurance database (drug name, start date, dosage, duration), the hospitalization archive database (MedEcho: in-hospital diagnoses and procedures) and the Quebec Statistics database (ISQ: patient sociodemographics, birth weight). The QPC has been described further by Bérard and Sheehy [16] .
Study population
Using data from the Quebec Pregnancy Cohort between 1998 and 2009, we included all pregnancies with continuous prescription drug insurance coverage of at least 12 months before and during pregnancy, and resulting in a singleton live birth. To have a more homogeneous and specific population, we excluded pregnancies exposed to known teratogens during pregnancy (as they are more likely to be diagnosed with adverse pregnancy outcomes, including PPHN) [17] , newborns with chromosomal abnormalities (which are unlikely to be due to medication exposure but are increasing the detection of any other adverse outcomes, including PPHN) or with minor congenital malformations alone (which are detected selectively in administrative databases and are therefore increasing the detection of any other adverse outcomes, including PPHN). We did not, however, exclude children born with major malformations because children with PPHN have a high prevalence of cardiac defects. Excluding major malformations would have resulted in a lower-than-expected PPHN prevalence. All pregnancies meeting eligibility criteria were analysed. The study was approved by the Quebec Data Access Agency and the CHU Sainte-Justine Institutional Review Board.
Antidepressant exposure categories
Exposure categories were SSRI (paroxetine, sertraline, citalopram, fluoxetine, fluvoxamine), SNRI (venlafaxine) and other antidepressants (bupropion, mirtazapine, amitriptyline, desipramine, doxepin, imipramine, nortriptyline, trimipramine, clomipramine, L-tryptophan, trazodone, moclobemide, buspirone) during the relevant time windows. Duloxetine and desvenlafaxine were not included in the SNRI category as they were not on the list of medications reimbursed in Quebec during the calendar years of the study; no pregnant women used these two medications in our cohort. We identified prescription fillings for antidepressants dispensed to women in the cohort from the Quebec Public Prescription Drug Insurance database, with the timing of exposure determined by the dispensed date and duration of prescription. The relevant exposure time window was the second half of pregnancy (21st week of gestation until the end of pregnancy), although we also assessed exposure in the first half of pregnancy (1DG to the 20th week of gestation). Women were considered to have been exposed if they had filled at least one prescription for antidepressants during the time window of interest or if they had filled a prescription for antidepressants before the 20th week of gestation with a duration overlapping with the second half of pregnancy.
Data on prescription fillings were validated and compared with the information in maternal reports, which are more reliable than data on medication prescribing in medical charts; the positive predictive value of prescription drug data in the cohort was found to be at least 87% [95% confidence interval (CI) 70%, 100%] and the negative predictive value was at least 92% (95% CI 86%, 98%) [18] .
Outcomes
Cases of PPHN were identified in the RAMQ/MedEcho databases from both maternal and infant files, and defined based on the presence of the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision diagnostic codes (ICD-9: 416, 747.8) and the International Statistical Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision diagnostic codes (ICD-10: I27, I521, P293) within the first 6 weeks of life in newborns not transferred to another hospital after birth. According to Palmsten et al. [19] , the positive predictive value of these codes is 89.6% (95% CI 77.8%, 95.5%).
Statistical analyses
Crude and adjusted odds ratios (aORs) with 95% CIs were calculated using generalized estimating equations models. For all analyses, the reference category was non-users of any antidepressants during the specific exposure time window, and both study time window exposures (1DG to the 20th week; 21 weeks to the end of pregnancy) were considered.
Potential confounders were considered for all analyses: (i) sociodemographic variables, including maternal age on the 1DG, maternal marital status (living alone or cohabiting), receipt of social assistance 1 year before or during pregnancy, and area of residence on the 1DG (urban/rural); and (ii) maternal chronic comorbidities during the 12 months prior to and during the first trimester of pregnancy, including depression and anxiety, hypertension (chronic and pregnancy induced), diabetes (mellitus and gestational) and asthma. The previous conditions were identified from either diagnoses or disease-specific medications. In order to adjust further for potential indication bias, we also considered healthcare utilization during the 12 months prior to the 1DG, including visits to a psychiatrist or obstetrician; hospitalizations or emergency department (ED) visits; the number of medications used other than antidepressants; and the number of different prescribers. All of these variables were either risk factors or determinants for adverse pregnancy outcomes.
Sensitivity analyses were performed, defining exposure as four mutually exclusive categories: exposure only in the first 20 weeks of pregnancy, exposure only between the 21st week until the end of pregnancy, exposure throughout pregnancy and no exposure throughout pregnancy (reference category). Further stratification was carried out on antidepressant classes (SSRI, SNRI, other antidepressants) within the exposure categories. Although the main analysis was more clinically relevant and better reflected use during gestation, this sensitivity analysis was performed to ensure that the severity of depression or modification of dosage during pregnancy were adequately taken into account.
Statistical analyses were performed using SAS (SAS Institute Inc., Version 9.2, Cary, NC, USA).
Results
Overall, 143 281 pregnancies met the inclusion criteria and were considered; PPHN was identified in 0.2% (n = 267) of newborns ( Figure 1) . Table 1 presents the study characteristics, together with antidepressant class exposures between week 21 to the end of pregnancy, which was our time window of interest. Overall, mothers using antidepressants during pregnancy were somewhat older, and more likely to be on welfare, living alone and have comorbidities than those unexposed during the same time window (≥21 weeks) ( Table 1) ; they had more healthcare utilizations and used more medications overall.
Adjusting for maternal depression, use of antidepressants in the first 20 weeks of pregnancy and other potential confounders, SSRI use during the second half of pregnancy was associated with an increased risk of PPHN (aOR 4.29, 95% CI 1.34, 13.77) compared with non-use of antidepressants during the same time window; SNRI use during the same time window was not statistically significantly associated with the risk of PPHN (aOR 0.59, 95% CI 0.06, 5.62) ( Table 2 ). Use of SSRIs and SNRIs in the first 20 weeks of gestation was not statistically significantly associated with the risk of PPHN (Table 2 ). Other independent risk factors for PPHN in multivariate analyses were higher maternal age (aOR 1.04, 95% CI 1.02, 1.07) and maternal diabetes (aOR 2.41, 95% CI 1.27, 4.55) ( Table 2) . Figure S1 presents the selection of the study cohort when defining mutually exclusive antidepressant exposure categories at cohort entry. Although the number of eligible pregnancies remained the same a priori (n = 143 281), the number of pregnancies analysed decreased because women exposed to multiple antidepressant classes in a different study time window (0-20 weeks, 21 weeks to the end of pregnancy) were excluded (n = 142 697). Nevertheless, this allowed us to use pregnancies with no antidepressant exposure throughout gestation as the reference category. This categorization did not allow us to study the effect of SNRI use during the second half of pregnancy or the effect of the use of other antidepressants (other than SSRIs and SNRIs) throughout pregnancy because no cases of PPHN were identified in these two categories. In this sensitivity analysis, the incidence of PPHN was 1.8/1000 among nonexposed women; 2.5/1000 among those exposed between the 1st and 20th weeks of gestation, and 3.8/1000 in those exposed in the second half of pregnancy (see Figure S1 ). Using this exposure categorization, and adjusting for potential confounders, the use of SSRIs in the second half of pregnancy was associated with an increased risk of PPHN (aOR 4.99, 95% CI 1.19, 20.88), which was consistent with our primary analysis; use of other antidepressants (other than SSRIs and SNRIs) during the same time window was associated with a nonstatistically significant association with the risk of PPHN (aOR 5.41, 95% CI 0.76, 38.74) (see Table  S1 ). Given our results on SSRI and SNRI exposure throughout pregnancy (see Table S1 ), the critical time window seems to be the second half of pregnancy.
Discussion
Our study is one of the few that have looked at the effect of SSRIs during late pregnancy and the risk of PPHN; to our knowledge, this is the only study that was specifically designed to quantify the association between SNRI use during the second half of pregnancy and the risk of PPHN. Although SNRIs and SSRIs might function similarly to treat depressive symptoms, much less is known about their comparative uses during pregnancy. Current recommendations for treatment with SNRIs, such as venlafaxine, during pregnancy are mainly based on the earlier evidence for SSRIs rather than on specific data for these substances.
Our finding of an increased risk of PPHN in association with exposure to SSRIs in late pregnancy was robust to the use of different reference categories, as demonstrated in our sensitivity analysis, and tended to show that the second half of pregnancy is the critical time window for PPHN. It was also consistent with the results of an animal study which showed that fluoxetine (an SSRI) induced fetal pulmonary arterial muscle contractions, significantly increased the pulmonary arterial smooth muscle cell proliferation rate and increased pulmonary arterial medial thickness [11] . This was also consistent with the results of other studies [4] [5] [6] [7] . In addition, the results from a systematic review and meta-analysis also ADs, antidepressants; PPHN, persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn; SD, standard deviation; SSRI, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor; SNRI: serotonin norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor; numbers in parentheses are column percentages unless stated otherwise a The sum of the total number of pregnancies for each type of antidepressant is greater than the total number of exposed pregnancies during the first trimester (n = 4055) as a single pregnancy may have been exposed to more than one antidepressant during the first trimester b Baby gender was missing for 908 pregnancies (893 unexposed pregnancies; 10 SSRI, three SNRI, and two other antidepressant-exposed pregnancies)
suggested an increased risk of PPHN with exposure to SSRI in late pregnancy [8] ; our finding (aOR 4.29, 95% CI 1.34, 13.77) is consistent with the meta-analysis result (pooled OR 2.50, 95% CI 1.32, 4.73). However, three other small studies did not find an association between SSRI use in late pregnancy and PPHN; this could partly be explained by their small and Kieler et al. [6] only considered first trimester exposure, whereas the current study and that of Chambers et al. [4] considered exposure up to the 20th completed week of gestation.
Our study focused specifically on SNRI exposure and PPHN. Our findings were consistent with those of Huybrechts et al. [7] , who did not find a statistically significant association between the use of non-SSRI antidepressants in late pregnancy and the risk of PPHN (aOR 1.02, 95% CI 0.77-1.35). It remains, however, that our findings on SNRIs were based on small numbers and were thus underpowered.
Strengths and limitations
Study strengths included the use of large registers -administrative and clinical databases that provide population-based coverage of pregnant women in Quebec, with linkage of data at the individual level; this permitted analysis of a large number of exposed pregnancies, with detailed information regarding exposure, outcomes and potential confounders, limiting selection bias. Exposure data have been validated against maternal report (medication data) [18, 23] . Furthermore, although this does not necessarily mean that women actually took their medications, De Jong et al. [24] reported that 94% of all drugs dispensed to pregnant women are taken. Gestational age has been validated [15] , decreasing exposure misclassification bias for the studied time window of interest. Data in our study were collected prospectively, limiting recall bias.
Limitations to the study included missing information on potentially important confounders such as smoking, folic acid intake and alcohol intake. Although we could not adjust for these variables specifically, we adjusted for maternal demographic and healthcare utilization variables, which accounted, in part, for lifestyles. Given that it may take many months to obtain an appointment to see a psychiatrist in Quebec, data on psychiatrist visits, rather than the presence of depression, were used as a proxy for severity of disease; diagnoses of depression/anxiety with or without antidepressant use is a better suited definition for the presence of depression, which was used in the present study. Given the number of comparisons made in the present study, we cannot rule out that some of our findings could have occurred by chance alone. Only singletons were considered owing to the fact that singleton and multiple pregnancies have different risk factors for adverse pregnancy outcomes. Only liveborns were considered, as is the case in all such studies. The relevant exposure time window was defined as the second half of pregnancy, recognizing that preterm and term pregnancies might have a different opportunity for the exposure. Nevertheless, it is unlikely to have been an issue in our study because the majority of pregnancies were at term (the mean gestational age was 38.4 weeks), and only singleton live births were included. Finally, as we considered pregnant women insured by the Prescription Drug Insurance programme, the generalizability of the results to those insured by private drug insurance plans could be affected. However, validation studies have shown that pregnant women receiving medication insurance from Quebec's public system have similar characteristics and comorbidities to those who have private medication insurance. Although socioeconomic status might differ between the two groups, this will not have affected the internal validity of the study, given that all such women have been found to have a similar socioeconomic status [25] .
Conclusions
The present study suggested that, even if the prevalence of PPHN is low (1.8/1000 children), there is an increased risk associated with exposure to SSRIs in late pregnancy. No statistically significant association was found between exposures to SSRIs from the beginning to the 20th week of gestation or between SNRI use during pregnancy and the risk of PPHN, which could be explained by the small sample size and lack of statistical power. To avoid delays in the diagnosis and treatment of PPHN, healthcare professionals should be made aware of gestational exposure to SSRIs; pregnant women should avoid any unnecessary pregnancy SSRI exposure.
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